We consider those two-dimensional rational conformal field theories (RCFTs) whose chiral algebras, when maximally extended, are isomorphic to the current algebra formed from some untwisted affine Lie algebra at fixed level. In this case the partition function is specified by an automorphism of the fusion ring and corresponding symmetry of the Kac-Peterson modular matrices. We classify all such partition functions when the underlying finite-dimensional Lie algebra is simple. This gives all possible spectra for this class of RCFTs. While accomplishing this, we also find the primary fields with second smallest quantum dimension.
I. Introduction
In two-dimensional conformal field theory, scale invariance means boundary conditions have an impact on the local physics, even far from a boundary [6] . For example, a conformal field theory must be consistent on the interior of a parallelogram with periodic boundary conditions imposed, i.e. on a toms. In particular, the corresponding partition function should not be sensitive to changes of the modular parameter that keep a torus within the same conformal class. The partition function must be modular invariant.
The local symmetry of the conformal field theory also constrains the partition function. The chiral algebra of currents determines the conformal blocks [2] of the torus partition function. That is, the partition function must be a sesquilinear combination of characters of the chiral algebra. The two constraints together often determine the field content of a given conformal field theory. This analysis of conformal field theories is known as the modular bootstrap.
We apply the modular bootstrap program to conformal field theories whose (maximal) chiral algebras are isomorphic to the current algebra of untwisted affine Lie algebras at fixed levels. We call such algebras conformal current algebras, and * Chercheur Qualifi6 FNRS. On leave from: Institut de Physique Th~orique, Universit6 Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. **Supported in part by NSERC.
the corresponding theories unextended current models. Their partition functions are described by a permutation matrix that also gives the action of a fusion rule automorphism [27] . For this reason, candidates for such partition functions are known as automorphism (modular) invariants. We will limit our attention here to the case where the underlying finite-dimensional Lie algebra is simple. We actually solve the slightly more general problem of finding, for each simple Lie algebra X1 and level k, the set of all permutations ~r of the alc6ve P+(XI, k) of highest weights (see (3.1) below), which are symmetries of the corresponding Kac-Peterson modular matrices, i.e. which obey Eqs. (3.8a), (3.8b) below. This is what we mean by automorphism invariants. Their classification should be of mathematical value independent of RCFT. The question of which of these are actually realized as the partition function of a RCFT is not addressed here.
There are in the literature at least two different meanings of the phrase Wess -Zumino-Witten (WZW) models. The more general one is any RCFT whose maximal chiral algebras contain a conformal current algebra such that any character of the former can be written as a finite sum of characters of the latter. The partition function for such a RCFT will then be a finite sesquilinear combination of affine algebra characters. We suggest the term current models for these; when the chiral algebra equals the current algebra, we will call them unextended current models. A more restrictive definition are those RCFTs corresponding to a string moving on a compact Lie group [18] -we retain the term WZW model for these. The WZW partition function has been computed for each simple, compact, connected Lie group [13] . In this paper we find all automorphism invariants; our list will include all possible partition functions for the unextended current models. Many of these automorphism invariants cannot be found in [13] , and some still lack such an explicit interpretation.
The list of partition fimctions of unextended current models is presented below, and proved complete. This result is a major step towards the more ambitious classification of all modular invariants of current models, including those described by a chiral algebra that extends the conformal current algebra. The list we find is also the useful one from the point of view of symmetry. It is often easier to identify the symmetry of a physical theory, before identifying the details of the dynamics. In that sense, a list of possible partition functions with a given maximal chiral algebra is the most relevant. Our catalogue gives the complete list for each (simple) conformal current algebra.
This work follows [17] , where the automorphism invariants for algebra Am I 0"" OAms were treated. Our restriction here to simple Lie algebras is convenient, but as [17] shows, the generalization to semi-simple Lie algebras should be possible. It is hoped that classification results like ours will teach us something about more general classes of conformal field theories, perhaps all rational ones. The greatest impetus to this program was given by the curious A-D-E classification OrAl modular invariants [5] . Extension of this work proved difficult: the A2 invariants were only recently classified in [16] (special cases of the A2 classification were also obtained in [29] ). Because we treat all simple Lie algebras here, our work may reveal new features of these modular invariants families that are universal (previously, only the level one theories had been classified for all simple Lie algebras [21, 15] ).
Our results are stated in Sect. 2, along with a brief outline of the classification proof. Sections 3 through 7 are devoted to the proof. A short conclusion is given in Sect. 8.
